
 

Older coral species are hardier than newer
ones
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Diseases can devastate coral reefs. Jorge H. Pinzón C., Author provided

The incredible diversity of coral reef ecosystems is being threatened by
factors associated with global climate change and local pollution. Today
diseases have increased and are killing more corals. Seeing this increase
in frequency and severity of diseases affecting coral reefs around the
globe, we have made learning more about coral immune systems a
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priority.

At the University of Texas at Arlington we are addressing one area of
knowledge that has been lacking – making sense of disease patterns and
figuring out why some species are disease susceptible and some resistant.
Our research, recently published in the journal PLOS ONE, focused on
14 species of Caribbean corals and found that, suprisingly, the older
species are doing better.

To reach this conclusion, we worked with Ernesto Weil at the University
of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez. The Caribbean, including Puerto Rico, has
been hit particularly hard by disease outbreaks. Up to eight different
diseases affect species there, with many outbreaks causing significant
mortality on the reef.

We amassed 140 samples of healthy Caribbean coral spanning 14
species from reefs closely monitored by Weil. We then developed a
phylogenic tree, a kind of map that traces the evolutionary history of
corals, which allowed us to group them according to the time they
diverged as a species. Some of the oldest corals in the study, such as 
Porites astreoides or "mustard hill coral", have been around for more
than 200m years, while others diverged to become a new species as
recently as 7m years ago.

Ocean health and diversity are inexorably linked to the coral reefs
around the world, not to mention the fate of industries such as fishing
and tourism. The threats of pollution, overfishing and climate change
have weakened species and made them more susceptible to conditions
such as white plague and yellow band disease.
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https://phys.org/tags/species/
http://dx.plos.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0104787
https://phys.org/tags/disease+outbreaks/
http://www.arkive.org/mustard-hill-coral/porites-astreoides/
https://phys.org/tags/coral+reefs/
https://phys.org/tags/climate+change/


 

  

Many species of fish rely on such corals. Credit: Jorge H. Pinzón C. and Laura
Mydlarz, Author provided

When a disease outbreak hits a reef, it can kill up to 50% of a specific
species. This loss of species can change the structure of reef along with
the fish and animals that use it. This can reduce the characteristic colour
and beauty we associate with reefs. To keep coral reefs "teeming with
life", corals need to be healthy and there needs to be a diversity of
species.

Species that have been around for longer and experienced and survived
stressful events are more resilient. The goal of our work was to test this
hypothesis with respect to disease and immunity.

We assembled information about the diseases affecting each species and
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then looked at base-level immunity in the lab. We analysed each data set
to determine whether a "phylogenic signal" existed. A phylogenetic
signal is when organisms in closely related species have characteristics
that are more similar to each other than they are to more distant species.

Extracting proteins from the coral samples allowed us to conduct
immune assays testing six immune traits that we thought showed a good
overall picture of a species' disease susceptibility. Two factors in
particular – the inhibition of bacterial growth and melanin concentration
– were higher in older corals and likely play a role in disease resistance.
For example, coral species that diverged over 200m years ago can kill up
to 41% of bacterial growth, versus just 14.6% in newer coral species.
Corals with higher concentrations of melanin in their tissues may be
better prepared to kill a pathogen before it can establish and cause an
infection.

  
 

  

By understanding what makes them hardy we could help them live longer. Mal-
B, CC BY-NC-ND
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The disease patterns seem to bear out the lab findings – with the
"modern" lineages we examined suffering as many as eight different
diseases and "older" lineages suffering as few as one. While these results
are confined, for now, to Caribbean species of coral, we are excited
about the potential new avenues for research these results may take us
both in other locations around the Caribbean and around the globe.

This work provides both an explanation and the basis for a look into the
future. Coral reefs continue to undergo stress, and some species will
handle this better than others. Our research provides clues that the older
species may be more likely to survive current conditions and helps
understand why that is.

This story is published courtesy of The Conversation (under Creative
Commons-Attribution/No derivatives).
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